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1 Introduction

After achieving impressive success representing image content textually (as done by captioning models
(Fang et al., 2015; Devlin et al., 2015; Chen and Lawrence Zitnick, 2015; Vinyals et al., 2015; Bernardi et
al., 2016); and referring expression resolution and generation (Kazemzadeh et al., 2014; Mao et al., 2015;
Yu et al., 2016; Schlangen et al., 2016)), the Vision and Language community has recently established
“Visual Dialogue” as the more challenging follow up task (Das et al., 2017; De Vries et al., 2017). In
that task, a Questioner, prompted by some textual information (a caption) can ask an Answerer questions
about an image that only the latter sees. We argue here that this setup leads to an impoverished form of
dialogue and hence to data that is not substantially more informative than captioning data, if the goal is to
model visual dialogue. We describe our ongoing work on the MeetUp setting, where two players navigate
separately through a visually represented environment, with the goal of being at the same location. This
goal gives them a reason to describe visual content, leading to motivated descriptions, and the dynamic
setting induces an interesting split between private and shared information.

2 Visual Dialogue

(a) What the ‘questioner’ sees. (b) What the ‘answerer’ sees. (c) Example dialog from our VisDial dataset.

Figure 3: Collecting visually-grounded dialog data on Amazon Mechanical Turk via a live chat interface where one person is assigned the
role of ‘questioner’ and the second person is the ‘answerer’. We show the first two questions being collected via the interface as Turkers
interact with each other in Fig. 3a and Fig. 3b. Remaining questions are shown in Fig. 3c.

Context (COCO) [25] dataset, which contains multiple ob-
jects in everyday scenes. The visual complexity of these
images allows for engaging and diverse conversations to be
held about them.
Live Chat Interface. Good data for this task should in-
clude dialogs that have (1) temporal continuity, (2) ground-
ing in the image, and (3) mimic natural ‘conversational’
exchanges. To elicit such responses, we paired 2 work-
ers on AMT to chat with each other in real-time (Fig. 3).
Each worker was assigned a specific role. One worker (the
‘questioner’) sees only a single line of text describing an
image (caption from COCO); the image remains hidden to
the questioner. Their task is to ask questions about this hid-
den image so as to ‘imagine the scene better’. The sec-
ond worker (the ‘answerer’) sees the image and the cap-
tion. Their task is to answer the questions asked by their
chat partner. Unlike VQA [4], answers are not restricted
to be short or concise, instead workers will be encouraged
to reply as naturally and ‘conversationally’ as possible. An
example dialog is shown in Fig. 3c.
This process is an unconstrained ‘live’ chat, with the only
exception that the questioner must wait to receive an answer
before posting the next question. The workers are allowed
to end the conversation after 20 messages are exchanged (10
pairs of questions and answers). Further details about our
final interface can be found in the supplement.
We also piloted a different setup where the questioner saw a
highly blurred version of the image, instead of the caption.
The conversations seeded with blurred images resulted in
questions that were essentially ‘blob recognition’ – ‘What
is the pink patch at the bottom right?’. For our full-scale
data-collection, we decided to seed with just the captions
since it resulted in more ‘natural’ questions and more
closely modeled the real-world applications discussed in
Section 1 where no visual signal is available to the human.

Building a 2-person chat on AMT. Despite the popular-

ity of AMT as a data collection platform in computer vi-
sion, our setup had to design for and overcome some unique
challenges – the key issue being that AMT is simply not
designed for multi-user Human Intelligence Tasks (HITs).
Hosting a live two-person chat on AMT meant that none of
the Amazon tools could be used and we developed our own
backend messaging and data-storage infrastructure based on
Redis messaging queues and Node.js. To support data qual-
ity, we ensured that a worker could not chat with themselves
(using say, two different browser tabs) by maintaining a
pool of worker IDs paired. To minimize wait time for one
worker while the second was being searched for, we ensured
that there was always a significant pool of available HITs. If
one of the workers abandoned a HIT (or was disconnected)
midway, automatic conditions in the code kicked in asking
the remaining worker to either continue asking questions or
providing facts (captions) about the image (depending on
their role) till 10 messages were sent by them. Workers who
completed the task in this way were fully compensated, but
our backend discarded this data and automatically launched
a new HIT on this image so a real two-person conversation
could be recorded. Our entire data-collection infrastructure
(front-end UI, chat interface, backend storage and messag-
ing system, error handling protocols) will be publicly avail-
able to help future efforts.

4. VisDial Dataset Analysis

We now analyze the v0.5 subset of our VisDial dataset col-
lected so far – it contains 1 dialog (10 question-answer
pairs) on 68k images from COCO (58k train and 10k
val), or a total of 680,000 QA pairs.

4.1. Analyzing VisDial Questions

Visual Priming Bias. One key difference between VisDial
and previous image question-answering datasets (VQA [4],
Visual 7W [62], Baidu mQA [12]) is the lack of a ‘vi-
sual priming bias’ in VisDial. Specifically, in all previ-

Figure 1: The Visual Dialogue Collection Task and an Example Dialogue (from (Das et al., 2017))

Figure 1 shows the environment in which the visual dialogue dataset (Das et al., 2017) was collected.
As the example dialogue on the right indicates, this rather artificial setting (“you have to ask questions
about the image”) seem to encourage a pairwise structuring of question and answer. That the string of
pairs forms a dialogue is only recognisable in the fact that each pair concerns a different aspect of the
image, and that later questions may refer to entities previously mentioned. Since there is no way for the
questioner to provide feedback on the answers, it is unlikely that a model could learn from data of this
type that dialogue is more than a sequence of loosely related question/answer pairs, and that even such
sequences typically would have structure in human dialogue. (For reasons of space, we cannot argue this
point more deeply here.)

3 The MeetUp Task

In contrast, we designed the MeetUp task to elicit more structured dialogue. The task is based on a
dynamic environment with several “rooms” (in the instantiation presented here, represented as images)
where two dialogue participants (players) are placed in different rooms and have to find each other. As
the players cannot see each other, but can communicate (via text messages), the only way they can solve
the task is to establish verbally whether they both currently see the same room/image.
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Figure 2: The scene discussed in the ex-
cerpt below

Our set-up extends recent efforts along the following
dimensions: 1) the task’s main goal can be defined inde-
pendently of reference, in high-level communicative terms
(namely “try to meet up in an unknown environment”),
2) the task is symmetric and does not need a rigid in-
teraction protocol (there is no instruction giver/follower),
3) there is a clear division between private information
(that only one player has access to) and public information
(facts that have been publicly asserted), and reaching the
goal involves moving information from the former state to
the latter (i.e., it involves conversational grounding (Clark,
1996)), 4) reference can be made to things not currently
seen, if they have been introduced into the discourse earlier (see line 59, “I found the kitchen”). We have
conducted a pilot data collection which indicates that this setting indeed leads to interesting dialogues.
We aim to collect a sufficient number of dialogues (in the thousands) in the upcoming weeks, in order to
be able to train agents on this task. Project URL: https://github.com/dsg-bielefeld/meetup.

Time Private to A Public Private to B
31 (01:45) A: I am now in a kitchen with wood floors and a poster that says CONTRATTO

. . . .
59 (02:50) B: Wait– I found the kitchen!

. . . .

60 (02:55) N−→ kitchen
61 (02:55) You can go [/n]orth [/e]ast

[/s]outh [/w]est
62 (03:13) A: I am back in kitchen. It has a white marble dining table in center
63 (03:29) B: Yes. There are four chairs on the island.
64 (03:35) A: Exactly
65 (03:37) B: And the big Contratto poster.
66 (03:48) B: Three lights above the island?
67 (03:53) A: yep
71 (04:05) B: /done
72 (04:07) A: /done
73 (04:10)

Well done! You are all indeed in the same room!

Table 1: (Discontinuous) excerpt from a MeetUp dialogue
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